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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP4258236A1] A system (1) for the communication between a remote device (7, 8) and a receiving station (4) of an automation (5) is
described, comprising a control unit (2), a memory unit (MEM), receiving means (TX1) configured to receive input signals, and transmission
means (TX2) configured to communicate with the receiving station (4). The control unit (2) is suitably configured to store in the memory unit (MEM)
information relating to the transmission procedure of an original remote control (7) which emits Rolling Codes, said control unit (2) being adapted
to emit, based on the stored information, a transmission code (TC) through the transmission means (TX2) towards the receiving station (4), send,
through the transmission means (TX2), a synchronization signal (Sync) towards the receiving station (4), said synchronization signal (Sync) being
based on the stored information relating to the original remote control (7), and based on said synchronization signal (Sync), force the synchronization
of the receiving station (4) so that the emitted transmission code (TC) is within a range of valid codes (21) of said receiving station (4), wherein the
receiving means (TX1) are configured to receive a command signal (Cmd) emitted by the remote device (7, 8), said system (1) being configured
to send the transmission code (TC) to the receiving station (4) for the activation thereof in response to the command signal (Cmd), interfacing said
remote device (7, 8) with said receiving station (4), the system (1) comprising a casing (3) including at least the control unit (2), the memory unit
(MEM), the receiving means (TX1), and the transmission means (TX2), said casing (3) being shaped to be positioned close to the receiving station
(4). Suitably, the system (1) is powered by a battery (6) housed in a seat (6s) in the casing (3).
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